A new method for surface crack detection by laser thermography based on Thermal Barrier effect
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Abstract

The aim of this work is to detect open surface cracks on metallic welds using laser thermography and posterior processing algorithms. In the last years the trend on welding processes has been to extend their use to applications with higher stress conditions. As a consequence, obtained welded regions are more prone to cracks. The types of cracks originated from welding processes are, in general, superficial and their detection is not straightforward since it detection is affected by their width.

Traditional crack detection Non Destructive Techniques, such as Dye Penetrant or Magnetic Particles, are time consuming and require an experienced technician to correctly interpret the results. Furthermore, they foul the surface which needs to be cleaned after the test. Laser Thermography [5] [10] has several advantages over these traditional techniques: it is fast, non-contact and clean.

In this paper, dynamic tests have been performed by scanning the weld maintaining the laser and camera motionless, and moving the piece linearly across them, so that the weld is scanned. The use of a scanning laser line to heat the surface allows the detection of the characteristic disruption that cracks generate in the natural diffusion of heat on the surface. Briefly, cracks block the heat front. This makes the temperature just before the crack to increase, while keeping the temperature of the region just after it at similar values for larger times than for other nearby regions. This thermal effect is known as “Thermal barrier” [11]. Here, a new method to detect the cracks based on this effect has been developed starting from two different approaches.

1. Introduction

The trend of the last years has been subjected to the application of welded joints to higher stress conditions. This situation makes the welded region to be more prone to cracks. In general, cracks that originate during the welding process are superficial and their detection is affected considerably by their width. There are different Non Destructive Testing methods commonly used to detect surface cracks, such as Penetrant Testing, Magnetic Particles and Eddy Currents. Penetrant Testing and Magnetic Particles are manual methods that require time and experienced technician to correctly interpret the results. Furthermore, they foul the surface and as a consequence it needs to be cleaned after each test.

Thermography is an emerging NDT method that has several advantages as it is fast, non-contact, and provides full field of information to be post-processed. Flash Thermography and Lock-In Thermography are commonly used to detect in-depth defects parallel to the surface, but are not always appropriate to detect surface cracks in metals due to their high conductivity. As for Induction Thermography, it is based on the detection of Eddy Currents and it requires the coil to be placed close to the surface of the material to inspect. Due to the characteristics of the cracks and the impossibility to access to the weld in two of the analyzed specimens in this paper, laser thermography [4] [9] has been selected for crack inspection in welded components[3].

Using a scanning laser line to heat the surface allows the detection of the characteristic disruption that cracks generate in the natural diffusion of heat in the surface. Briefly, cracks block the heat front, which makes the temperature just before the crack to increase, while the region just after it keeps its temperature more time than other nearby regions due to the heat conduction alteration provoked by the crack [2]. This thermal effect is known as “Thermal barrier” [8] and a new method to detect it has been developed.

The method has been firstly applied to the dynamic sequence, where laser and camera remain static and the piece is moving on a linear motion table. It has also been applied to a recording previously manipulated in order to reconstruct it. The reconstruction method employed is also described in this work. Briefly, the main idea behind the reconstruction is to convert the original dynamic measurement to a sequence in which the sample is static while the laser scans the sample.
To summarize, the developed crack detection algorithm has been applied to measurements that come from two different approaches, being the main objective of this work to determine which procedure gives the best crack detection results.

2. Experimental Measurements

2.1. Details of the inspected samples

Two different types of cracks (see Fig.1a) have been selected to test the reliability of the detection algorithm. The first group (henceforth called LMD) of welds analyzed on this work have real open surface cracks generated on a process of Laser Melting Deposition. The substratum material employed has been Stainless Steel AISI 316 and Stellite 6 has been used as powder. The cracks propagate perpendicularly to the weld and generally cross them side to side, having an approximate length of about 25mm and a width of 70µm.

![Image of LMD samples](image1.png)

**Fig. 1a:** Set of pieces inspected in this paper, divided into two groups depending on the welding type (LMD and TIG multipass Narrow Gap Welding).

The second group (henceforth called TIG) have consisted of two real open surface cracks generated on a process of TIG multipass narrow gap welding. Characteristics of the weld are shown in Figure 1b. The material of the test samples has been AISI 316LN. The fact that the gap is extremely tight does not only affect to the detection, but also to the welding process itself. The specimen has been analyzed after the first welding process, which has implied an additional challenge to the thermographic measurement. In this case, the length of the cracks is approximately 7 mm and their width is about 20 µm.
2.2. Set up

One of the most important requirements of the thermography tests performed has been to get a laser line adapted specifically to the test samples. As mentioned before, LMD samples have longer cracks so the experiments have required a line able to reach both edges of the weld. In the TIG case, the most important requirement has been to create a line that could adequate to the geometry of the specimen. It means that the laser only has to affect to the welded part, avoiding any type of reflections that can ruin the measurements. This is why for this work a fiber diode laser has been selected. Starting from the end of the fiber, a plano-convex lens has been added to focus energy on a small point of 2 mm of diameter. Finally, to create the line, a cylindrical convergent lens has been located at the previous point location. As a result, for the LMD welds, a 25 mm long laser line with 3 mm width has been obtained, which is long enough to inspect the whole width of weld without sacrificing too much the energy density. In the second case, for the TIG welds, a smaller line has been needed, so its length was about 10 mm.

The laser used on the measurements has been a fiber diode laser in Continuous Wave mode, with a maximum power of 50W and a wavelength of 808 nm. Due to the different nature of the cracks inspected in each group (LMD and TIG multipass) and the previous experience on these specimens, different laser powers have been used on each one: 10W and 30W have been selected for LMD and higher powers, 30W and 50W, for TIG.

As for the camera, a cooled thermal camera has been used to record the thermal sequences. This camera has a focal plane array InSb detector with a resolution up to 640x512 pixels, working in the short wave region at 1.5-5.5µm and a Noise Equivalent Temperature Difference (NETD) of less than 25mK (typically 18mK). For LMD, it has been situated at a distance of 50cm from the object, giving an approximately spatial resolution of 150µm/pixel. For TIG specimens, an extension ring has been added to the camera in order to reduce the distance between piece and camera to 15cm and decrease the µm/pixel ratio to 60. Finally, the frame rate has been set to 200fps in all the measurements.

To generate the relative movement between laser/camera (static) and test piece (dynamic) a linear motion system has been used, setting different test speeds to evaluate its importance on the measurements. Set up is shown in Fig. 2. The different number of frames derived from the different velocities has been taken into account in the detection algorithm.

2.3. Measurement description

The experimental measurements have consisted on a linear scan of the laser line [5] [6] [1] along the weld, with the laser parallel to the direction of the cracks. Different laser powers (10-50W) and linear motion system speeds (50-400mm/min) have been set to establish the importance of these two parameters on the detection.
As there were two different types of cracks, different measurement parameters have been needed. For LMD, higher speeds have been selected because the main characteristic of these cracks is their width. As it is big, it was expected to help the appearance of the desired “Barrier Effect” so there has been no need to check slowest speeds. The values chosen to cover a wide range of speeds and determine the optimal have been 100, 200 and 400mm/min.

Based on previous laser experiences on these cracks and their width mentioned above, laser power has been set at 10 and 30W. The line created to improve the measurements productivity caused a decrease of the power density (not measured on this work).

Test pieces LMD 1 and LMD 2 have been selected to develop the whole bunch of tests including power and speeds possibilities. Once this phase is over, optimal parameters have been decided based on the results obtained from the detection algorithm, and this configuration has been confirmed by using LMD 3.

For the TIG Group, the characteristics of the cracks were quite different. Besides their smaller length, their surface width is considerable tighter. For this reason, conclusions deducted from LMD cannot be directly applied to these. Slower speeds have been tested (50,100 and 200mm/min) while laser power has been slightly increased considering what explained before about power density (30 and50 W).

Unlike LMD group, only two different test pieces (TIG 1 and TIG 2) were available in this case. All the possible tests, combining the power and speed parameters, have been carried out and optimal parameters have been decided.

The described set up together with the experimental have provided an optimal heat in plane diffusion for the cracks analyzed to generate the “Thermal barrier” effect desired for the detection algorithm. Once recorded the original thermal sequence, the developed crack detection algorithm has been applied, considering the two approaches described in the following lines.

3. Crack detection algorithm

Crack detection algorithm has been developed based on the following assumptions: 1) the thermal barrier effect provokes a Gaussian derivative-like profile and hence its integral should be Gaussian-like (i.e. sum for discrete signals), 2) this profile is expected to be observed only in regions nearby the cracks, and 3) the width of this profile will depend of the experimental setup (speed and power). In order to detect the cracks the algorithm extracts the thermal profile at each point in the piece under study within a predefined time interval (Figure 3 a) Desired thermal profile), mean normalizes the signal (Figure 3 b) Normalized to zero mean) and its cumulative sum is determined (Figure 3 b) expected Gaussian derivative and its cumulative sum or integral). The algorithm retrieves for each of the point of the piece the maximum value of the cumulative sum (Figure 3) Maximum value).

As mentioned before, two different approaches have been used in this paper. In the first approach the raw thermal information is used to detect the cracks while in the second approach the thermal information is transformed into a static piece (moving laser) equivalent visualization. Hence, the algorithm must accommodate to each of these approaches.

![Figure 3](image)

**Fig. 3:** a) Desired thermal profile and normalized to zero mean; b) Expected Gaussian derivative and its cumulative sum

4. Crack detection applied directly to the dynamic thermal sequence

The first approach considers the original thermal sequence recorded by the camera, so all the information stored in the recording has been used. In this case there is no pre-processing of the sequence, the test piece crosses the laser zone and in the camera screen only the part of the specimen affected by the laser can be seen.

**Fig. 4** shows the structure of the raw thermal matrix (d1 and d2 = dimension of the cameras field of view along d3 = time). Hence, 2D images of size (d1, d2) correspond to a static laser with a moving piece in the background. For a given temporal window in d3, at each pixel in the 2D image the thermal effect due to the movement of the piece along the cameras field of view is observed. If in this temporal window a crack moves from left to right (or the other way round) in the cameras field of view, the thermal effect (i.e. thermal barrier effect) will be observed at those pixels nearby the
laser region, i.e. a Gaussian derivative distribution will be detected in those pixels. Hence, the algorithm must be run for each of the pixels in the 2D image using a sliding window of predefined size along the d3 dimension.

The use of this raw thermal sequence has some advantages. One of them is that it has all the information recorded and the final results provide a more accurate image, what helps to the final purpose of locating the detected cracks. On the other side, one of the biggest disadvantages is due to the same characteristic; having that amount of information leads to longer times of analysis.

5. Crack detection applied to the reconstructed thermal sequence

Keeping in mind the objective of obtaining good quality images in the shortest possible time, a second approach has been developed to reduce the total amount of information needing for the processing and create an easier display of sequences. This is explained on the next paragraphs [7].

Raw thermal sequence (see Fig. 4) has been recorded by infrared camera. Here we have all the information available but there is a relative movement between camera (blue rectangle represents the field of view) and laser (static red line on last shown frame) on one side and piece (green) on the other. This can lead to difficulties when trying to analyze and detect possible defects.

![Fig. 4: Original thermal sequence diagram.](image)

To solve this, and keeping in mind the post-processing, data has been reorganized. A static image during the whole sequence is desired, not only for analytical reasons, but also for easier display of the information. Having the whole piece always on screen makes defect location clearer.

To create this first reconstruction, columns along third dimension (time) are rearranged. The fact that the reorganization has been based on columns, leads us to a new 3D matrix with a third dimension equal to the second dimension (nº of columns) of the original sequence. First dimension (nº of rows) on both cases is the same while second dimension of the reconstruction depends on the number of frames of the original.

On this reconstruction (see Fig. 5) the whole piece is shown in every frame and when the laser turns on it will affect the entire piece at the same frame on the figure (represented as red in Fig.5) and cooling down will be homogeneous (represented as orange and green in Fig.5). This new sequence can be useful for certain type of analysis, as it transforms a dynamic test in a static one. However, the approach developed on this paper required one step more.

![Fig. 5: Static reconstruction with laser heating homogeneously.](image)

To create (more accurately to visualize) the Thermal Barrier effect, the laser has to move along the weld passing through the cracks. In this way, heat will accumulate on one side of the crack as the laser approximates and the other will remain still at ambient temperature (or at least at a lower temperature compared with first edge).

Based on the reconstruction previously explained, information about laser effect is added and a third sequence (second reconstruction. See Fig. 6) is generated. This last static reconstruction has all the information needed to apply the new crack detection method developed on Section 3.
In this second approach the algorithm first reduces the obtained thermal matrix shown in fig. 5 (d1'' and d2'' are related with the size of the whole piece and d3'' is associated with the time required by the laser to move from one side to the other of the piece) to a 2D image by only taking the column pixels of the 2D image of size (d1'',d2'') at a predefined distance before the laser (i.e. it is as if these pixels were moving coupled with the laser). Hence, in this case the algorithm determines the maximum value of the cumulative sum of the signal extracted from the sliding window of a given size.

Both original recorded sequence and final reconstruction can be seen in Figure 7 to see the differences in the image visualization before the algorithm. Original sequence shows only the field of view of the camera and the laser static while the final reconstruction allows visualizing the entire piece and the laser moving through it.

Fig. 6: Static reconstruction where laser moves through the object.

![Static reconstruction](image)

Fig. 7: Thermogram from original sequence (a) and final reconstruction (b).

6. Results and comparison

Before presenting the final results with the optimal set up parameters, it's important to explain the previous work that has led to that conclusion. The discussion of the selection of parameters has been realized using the first approach and, once selected the optimal, comparison between approach one and two has been done to determine the best results. It has to be mentioned that for display reasons the horizontal axe has been distorted so the images are compressed.

Firstly, test speed comparison has been developed by analyzing test pieces LMD 1 and LMD 2 at 400, 200 and 100mm/min. while maintaining the laser power at 30W. Some results of the detection algorithm applied to these two original sequences (Approach 1) are shown in Table1.
Table 1. Optimal set up parameters discussion focused on speed variations (LMD).

As can be seen, increasing the test speed has negative effect on the crack detection. Not only the images have more noise but the crack itself generates a slighter signal. The conclusion adopted is that 100 mm/min. yields the best detection results. Once fixed the test speed, laser power needs to be determined and, for that purpose, comparison between 10 and 30 W are shown in Table 2 (maintaining speed constant at 10 mm/min.) using the specimen LMD 1.

Table 2. Optimal set up parameters discussion focused on power variations (LMD).

The conclusion of studying the variation of the laser power leads to the conclusion that 30 W generates a clearer signal on the cracks. Once every possible combinations have been established, it is determined that the definitive
optimal parameters for LMD are 100mm/min. and 30W. In Table 3, comparison between first and second approach results is shown for test pieces LMD 1, LMD 2 and LMD 3 when using optimal parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LMD 1 v100 30W 200fps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Image 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Image 2]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LMD 2 v100 30W 200fps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Image 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Image 4]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LMD 3 v100 30W 200fps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Image 5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Image 6]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Comparison between results obtained with Approach 1 (left) and Approach 2 (right), using optimal parameters (100mm/min and 30W).

For the TIG welds, the definition of the final parameters is determined again by comparing the results of the detection algorithm applied to the approach 1 when fixing the power to 30W and changing test speed between 50, 100 and 200mm/min on TIG 1.
Looking at the results shown in Table 4, the optimal speed selected is 100mm/min. The image is a bit noisy but the SNR for 100mm/min is the highest. Last step is to develop tests varying laser power (30, and 50W) on TIG1 maintaining the optimal speed. These results are shown on Table 5.

Table 4. Optimal set up parameters discussion focused on speed variations (TIG).

Table 5. Optimal set up parameters discussion focused on power variations (TIG).

The conclusion of studying the variation of the laser power leads to the conclusion that 50W generates a higher SNR so the optimal parameters for Group Two are 100mm/min and 50W. In Table 6, comparison between first and second approach results is shown for TIG 1 and TIG 2 when using optimal parameters.
Table 6. Comparison between results obtained with Approach 1 (left) and Approach 2 (right), using optimal parameters (100mm/min and 50W).

7. Final conclusions

Four LMD, looking at the results in Table 3 it can be concluded that both approaches can be used to detect the cracks appeared during the process. Taking into account the main characteristic of each approach, which are full information for the first one and reduction of this information (and the analysis time derived from it), the results obtained in Approach Two are considered better. Not only because the detection of the cracks is total, also because the algorithm is ten times faster than for approach 1.

On the second case, TIG narrow gap welding, the conclusions obtained are the same. Approach Two gives a less noisy image that permits a better crack detection. Having reduced the data to the minimum necessary on approach two allows to get rid of many false positives that damage the image in approach one.
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